FRENCH RIVER TRIP - Aug. 20-27/16
Expanding the pallet was first on the minds of the eight of us ( Michele B, LeeAnn S, Catherine
J, Kristin M, Les B, Delia E, Shannon H and Judy O) as we prepared the menu for our eight-day
trip, catering to a host of tastes and sensitivities among us. What emerged was a gourmet delight : Breakfast pizza, salad rolls, Thai vegetarian stew, rice pudding, freshly baked bread,
apple crisp to give an example.
This trip took us from Hartley Bay Marina, down the Western Channel, through the Old
Voyageur Channel, over the Cross Channel to Obstacle Island and back to Hartley Bay via the
Main Outlet. We camped at sites 614/15, 709, 729, 719 and 601.
Most trips give a few days to discover personalities and develop group dynamics. This trip had
us jump right in. Tents and tarps went up immediately after
landing as the sky threatened rain. Luckily it held off until we
were set up, but down it came during dinner. The storm that
passed that night was so violent that we had to don rain suits
and head outside to tie down canoes that were being picked
up by the wind.
The after-dinner hour before this was spent taking down and
relocating the kitchen area and tarp to make way for a Massasauga rattle snake that had previously claimed this spot as
home.
Needless to say, we decided to spend a second night here to
dry out and catch up on some sleep. This delay in our schedule turned out to be a good opportunity to organize gear, find our group stride and enjoy the
sunshine that came the next day.

A lovely paddle down the Old Voyageur Channel
gave way to the roar of Georgian Bay beyond the
islands of the Fingerboards. We settled on a large,
open site, #729, giving us access to explore the
area the following day.
Shannon, our trip nurse and RN, was called to action as a motor boat screamed up to our site, inquir-

ing as to whether we had a first-aid kit available. One of their party had slipped on a rock, making a huge gash in her arm, which Shannon bandaged, sending her off to get stitched up at the
closest hospital. The days’ drama turned into an evening around the fire roasting marshmallows
and attempting to stump each other with Delia’s word games.
Trip personalities emerged as we fell into our jobs:
• Kristin was on top of hydration as she constantly monitored and refilled our water supply.
• Delia built and kept our fire burning each evening.
• Michele and Catherine, being very familiar with the area, led us effortlessly through the channels and around the maze of islands.
• Les was constantly called on to lend a hand hauling gear, boats and sharing his knot tieing
expertise.
• LeeAnn took on communications by keeping up to date on the weather as well as joining
Michele and Catherine’s photo gathering.
• Shannon and I had learned how to assemble an outdoor privy during last years’ French River
trip, so we took on this job. New this year was the addition of a privacy tarp!

Seeing animals in their natural environment is
always exciting and this morning gave us a
young bear scurrying into the bush as we paddled by.

With a possible storm coming our way in the next 24 hours, we decided to cross Sand Bay, the
first of the two open crossings necessary, and find a nice site to spend the next two days exploring Whitefish Bay area.
Before reaching our destination, we stopped to explore one of the small islands jutting out into
the Bay. These islands were covered in runners connecting pools of water filled with wild cranberries. Tiny, perfect Zen gardens filled in the rest of the low lying areas.
We couldn’t finish our exploration without a game of “Guess the scat”.

Site 719 was home for the next two nights.
There was lots of room for everyone, but navigating the hilly, rocky terrain was a challenge
with heavy packs and boats. An unsettled night
of rain and distant thunder storms gave us wet
ground next morning, but sunny skies for the
remainder of the day.
A relaxing morning of coffee drinking, breakfast
and solving world problems gave way to choosing our own plan:
• Catherine and Delia searched for the paddle as part of the Paddle in the Park Contest. It
turned out that they were very close.
• Michele, Kristin, Les, LeeAnn and Judy explored small streams and bays around Whitefish
Bay, stopping to take photos and eat lunch. Shannon caught up on reading.
• Swimming and a spicy vegetarian stew capped off our day.
The last full day of paddling gave us a smooth crossing of the Main Channel towards Obstacle
Island; across two short portages and back up to Wanapitei Bay for the last night. Sites were in
short supply, as they filled up with others coming in for the week-end. Finally found #601.
Michelle cooked dinner and Delia finalized the finances for the week, which thankfully were
mostly completed before leaving home.

Our last day was a mix of feelings as we knew we would miss the pull of the paddle against the
water and the sun on our faces, but the thought of that trip-end ice-cream kept us moving forward.
Thanks to LeeAnn, Catherine and Michele for the photos.

